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Good book with some of the basics of twisting and braiding in various styles (including Kinky Twists,
Senagalese Twists, Flat Twists and different styles you can create with each).was looking for natural braids
Better than the rest! I would have liked to observe all the microbraids, braids, twists, locks, nube nube, etc
styles together rather than the human being or the sythetic designs. This is more information than most hair
care magazines give out.TV-One (an African American channel very similar to Black Entertainment) helped
to create this book. Great Got this for my pal who does a whole lot of African braiding styles for others.
There are no how-tos for the many styles, but the book says that the images are mainly for ideas. At first
glance, I would have with all this book five celebrities.. The drawbacks of this book, however, are that there
are not step-by-step color image tutorials of how each design is recreated.. On almost every page, there are
large full web page color photos - unlike most of the books I've seen. There are various hair styles included,
unlike some books. I took away two stars because 1)the statistics showing how exactly to create the designs
are drawings, not really photos, and so are hard to decipher and 2)the publication is organized by synthetic,
human, and natural locks instead of by hairstyle. Therefore the hairstyles types repeat themselves for every
hairtype for reasons beyond me.But, it tells readers what hair to get (if they choose to add extensions with
their hair), what materials are needed, and the care of each style. Extension braid styles Most of the styles
require extension hair. Experienced there been directions, I'd have with all this book five stars for its
beautiful large photos. I still like this book best so far for the up-to-date (2007) styles and nice photos. I like
the ideals in this publication and I plan to ... I love the ideals in this reserve and I intend to ask my locks
dresser to apply some of the hairstyles on my hair. Love this book Love this publication but unfortunatly,
We gave two away because the two locks dressers that I had loved the books. I now have to buy a different
one, and I will Five Stars Great guide for parting. I really believe that it is certainly better than most locks
care magazines which give little information regarding how each style is established.It teaches you how
exactly to do styles and also show how they should appearance. Four Stars Good book Good book. It
explains how to do styles ... Good book. She enjoys all of the illustrations and directions. Cosmetology Is A
COMPLETE Profession! Great resource. Models look very natural with not much make up - unnecessary.
HairTalk review Lovely braid book. Gorgeous variety of styles photographed from all angles. Good How To
and also good for somebody like me who was simply just searching styles to try.
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